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Official Newsletter of the HNDL - Lourdes

Covid-19 Lettre d’information n°4
Dear fellow hospitaliers,
The Hospitalité Notre Dame de Lourdes will reopen its doors on Tuesday June 9th 2020.
After these long weeks of closure, it is a great joy to be able to announce that our mission in the service of pilgrims
is resuming. No doubt we will be few in number and mostly French in the early weeks but I am very hopeful that
little by little our friends from other countries will join us as soon as they can.
As I announced in my last Newsletter, our missions will be slightly different in the first few months
The baths and the accueils will be closed. We will welcome no sick pilgrims or organised pilgrimages – or very
few. The Sanctuary will receive mainly small groups or individual pilgrims.
Our missions will naturally remain focused on welcoming pilgrims:
at the water taps ;
at the Grotto ;
for the organisation of ceremonies and processions ;
and any other mission given to us by the Rector.
Accommodation in the (former Hotel) Notre-Dame de Lourdes centre will be open, as will “Le Self” our selfservice restaurant from Monday June 8th onwards.
Whatever the mission, the joy of welcoming and serving, under the eyes of Mary, remains the same. Stagiaires will
be able to continue their formation and preparation for engagement will once again be arranged
What a joy it will be to meet up with you again!
As our Rector, Monsignor Olivier Ribadeau Dumas, wrote several weeks ago :
« We will come out of this strengthened in our desire to serve and strengthened in our “joie de vivre”
Already I can imagine the singing at the processions, the uninterrupted lines of pilgrims touching the walls of the
Grotto, the pilgrims at the baths, the full basilicas, the welcome in the accommodation centres. The Sanctuary will
live again thanks to all of you and Mary will invite the pilgrims of tomorrow ».
See you very soon.
With all my friendship and the assurance of my devotion. United in prayer.
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COVID—19 n°4 (suite)
Health and Safety guidelines for
your arrival in the Hospitalité Notre Dame de Lourdes
We welcome you to this new 2020 season. As you know, this season has been disrupted by the arrival of
the COVID 19 virus since January.
The Hospitalité Notre Dame de Lourdes wishes to welcome you in the best possible conditions of
hygiene and safety and to ensure YOUR safety in the face of this virus, as well as the safety of your
relatives and all pilgrims entering the Sanctuary in general and our buildings in particular
Anxious to protect you, the Hospitalité Notre Dame de Lourdes has put in place health & safety
guidelines at your disposal, which we ask you to read carefully and adhere to as soon as you arrive.
Thank you for accepting to do so :Notices pointing out preventative actions which must be respected and the risks of COVID 19 in all our
buildings.
The setting-up of a clearly signposted one-way “traffic system” to regulate the flow of people and limit
crossover points, enabling you to be guided and thus reassured, in the Abri St Michel self-service
restaurant and the offices of the Accueil Jean Paul II.
Wearing a mask will be mandatory if the distance of one metre between you and another person
cannot be respected; "Disposable" masks will be available for hospitaliers. However, it is
recommended that, as far as possible, you come to Lourdes with one or two washable masks.
In all of our washrooms, toilets, sinks, soap and single-use hand towels are available for you to use.
A regular cleaning plan is also in place to secure the safety of these places of passage, in accordance with
the recommendations of the state on COVID19 : cleaning various surfaces, door handles, stair ramps,
telephones elevator buttons, chairs and stretchers.
Access to the upstairs offices of the Accueil Jean Paul II will be by appointment, Access will be limited
to a maximum of 2 people in order to maintain the social distancing in force.

For hospitaliers in service in Accueil Jean Paul II or on a fixed station in another building, we will ask
you to be vigilant and to ensure the disinfection once per day of your workstation (cleaning products or
wipes available) and shared working tools (photocopiers, keys, computers, telephone, fax, door handle,
door push buttons, printers ...) Everyone must be responsible during their time spent in that place for
ensuring its safety and that of others;
Upon your arrival, training will be offered by our Fire Safety and Occupational Health Officer, Marie
Claude
LOQUET,
who will
also
be
available
to advise on
preventive
measures
and
any
comments or
concerns
on this subject.
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For the proclamation of the Gospel, for the service of
Christ, of the Church and of all men, by the laying on of
hands and the gift of the Holy Spirit,
His Eminence Cardinal Angelo Bagnasco
ordained as Deacon
Dario Scopesi (Saint Joseph service)

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION ( « COTISATION »)
This has not changed in 2020.
18 € for hospitaliers and hospitalières ;
11 € for stagiaires (up to the end of their formation) ;
11 € for accompanying family & friends who are not hospitaliers if they are accommodated and/or fed by HNDL.
The annual subscription (cotisation) is compulsory and must be paid, even if a hospitalier is unable to come in
service to Lourdes in any year.
This cotisation not only makes it possible for you
to be enrolled in one of the Services and allows you
access to Hospitalité accommodation and meals,
but also includes compulsory insurance which
protects hospitaliers.
Finally, the cotisation is an important financial
resource for our association, which benefits from
no special subsidies. It alone will be able to limit
the large deficit expected this year as a result of the
Covid 19 epidemic.
Payment by bank transfer is preferred - on the condition that the person’s name, first name and
address are clearly indicated in order to allow the

Relevé d’Identité Bancaire
Titulaire
Hospitalité N D de Lourdes
Domiciliation
SG Lourdes (02051)
2 PL Peyramale
65104 Lourdes
IBAN: FR76 3000 3020 5100 0372 6017 768
Référence bancaire
Code Banque Code guichet N° de compte
30003
02051
00037260177

Clé RIB
68

BIC-ADRESSE SWIFT: SOGEFRPP
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Thanks to all our friends from the
neighbouring Hospitalité de Bigorre,
Hospitalité
Basco-Béarnaise
and
Hospitalité Landaise, who since May
16th, date on which the Sanctuary
reopened, have been responding daily for
their many missions of welcome.
At the gates, at the water taps, in front of
the Crowned Virgin, in the garden of
recollection and at the Grotto, they are there each morning and afternoon, punctual,
competent, smiling and always dedicated.

To you, our friends and neighbours, I wish to show here

On May 28th 2020 Jean-Philippe
RIBEIRO, president of the Rotary-Club
de Lourdes, came to present the
Hospitalité Notre Dame de Lourdes with
500 surgical masks.
This gift, particularly precious, is an act of
generosity and solidarity that touches each
and every one of us.
Pictured from right to left :
Daniel PEZET, President of the Hospitalité de Notre Dame de Lourdes;
Jean-Philippe RIBEIRO, President of the Rotary Club of Lourdes (RC Lourdes);
Michel VIGNES, Secretary of RC Lourdes;
Jacques CADILHAC, Deputy Secretary of RC Lourdes;

« The Lord has taken them by the hand »
Saint Bernadette Service
Pépita, mother of Maria Rosa
GUTIERREZ MAJADAS

Saint Michael Service
Le son-in-law of Jean-Jacques and Danielle
CHOLLET

Father Vincenzo De MARI S.J brother of
Benedetto de Mari, uncle of Ida de Mari
and uncle of Carlo De Mari (Foulard
Blanc)

Théo, grandson of Simone and Robert
MOLLIER
The husband of Suzanne LAURET

The father of Marco MARTINENGO

Saint Joseph Service
Ambroise BENOIT

Notre Dame Service
Lucienne HEIZMANN

Jacques FORTIN

Brenda RICHARDSON

Oscar, Count von ANSEMBOURG

Jacqueline de GUILLEBON mother of
Anne-Benoîte JAPIOT of Notre-Dame
service and mother-in-law of Yves Japiot
of Saint Michael Service.

Thierry MONVILLERS
Emilio NANNI
Michel PATRY
Terence SCAHILL, husband of Kathleen of
Saint John the Baptist Service
Jacques VIAL
Nicolò BORGHESE, father of Paolo BORGHESE
Gilles SOENEN, son of Guy SOENEN
The mother of Mauro CARISIO
The mother of Gianfranco ULLERI

The mother of Dagmar SMITH and Elizabeth HOGAN
The brother of Christine KAVANAGH
The daughter of Marie-Thérèse
RESSOUCHES
Saint John the Baptist Service
Bernadette della FAILLE

Louis GIRAUD

Anna PAPAPICCO
Andrée PRADILLE
Suzanne TAILHANDIER
Pietropaolo ANGOTTI, cousin of
Mariarita FERRI
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